A Disappointment
Larry looked at me uncomfortably as he smiled back awkwardly.
Telling myself that ‘Ferrero Rocher’ chocolates was not that bad, I
opened the chocolate wrapper and took a bite. Suddenly, something sour
and disgusting filled my mouth as I munched with difficulty. Flipping the
box around to check the expiry date, what I saw made my eyes widened
in shock.
It was expired chocolate!
Immediately, I ran to the nearest dustbin and spat everything out.
Everything. Af ter I had calmed down, I looked at a ner vous Larry, waiting
for an explanation. Before I knew it, Larry blurted everything out with a
hint of anger in his voice.
“Well, I wanted to teach you a lesson… All the gif ts I’ve received
from you are cheap! Mugs, notebooks… what kind of Christmas presents
are these? Did you know I even found out that one of the presents I
received from you was what I gave you for your birthday? Well this time,
I had to teach you a lesson!”
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A Disappointment
As I hung my head low guiltily, I felt a mix of emotions. Regret,
guilt, hurt and disappointment. His words were like arrows stabbing at
my heart. I had indeed recycled one of the presents he had given me and
gif ted it to him for Christmas. Biting my lip, a wave of disappointment
crashed over me.

Everyone in the room had seen everything. My parents tried to
comfort me, while scolding me at the same time. Auntie Janet was also
reprimanding Larry as he hung his head low in shame.
The clock ticked ten o’clock. It was time for us to go home. As I
walked out of the door, Larry quickly ran up to me and whispered, “I’m
really sorry!”
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A Disappointment
Grinning at him, I muttered an apology back. As I got into the car,
Larry waved at me with a huge smile.

Every cloud has a silver lining. I had learnt a valuable lesson. High
expectations leads to greater disappointments. These few words was
what I had learnt despite the disappointment I experienced. Since then, I
decided to put more effort in choosing a present for Larry and to not
take his expensive gif ts for granted. This Christmas party definitely was
‘the most disappointing party ever’!

Lai Cher Shuan
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Gratitude
Noah and his teammates were working busily on their
project. As the team captain, Noah would always shake his head
disapprovingly at his teammates’ suggestions.

“Just listen to me and do as I tell you to!” Noah
commanded with his arms crossed.

At that moment, t wo of his teammates, Ben and Max,
looked up and glared at Noah with disapproval written all over their
faces. They had had enough of him! Seething with rage, they clenched
their fists and complained to Noah with a dark look on their faces.

“Stop being such a jerk! For the past few weeks, you have
never taken our ideas into consideration! NEVER!” Ben hissed with
growing irritation in his voice.
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Gratitude
Vexed, his teammates continued the project on their own.
Stunned, Noah’s heart sank. He tried to join them again but continued to
be shun by them despite numerous attempts.

Noah could not take it anymore. With his head hung low
and shoulders sloped, Noah lef t the group and ran away with a heavy
heart. He found a bench and settled down. Wallowing in self-pity, Noah
buried his face in his hands, his eyes reddening and turning moist. He
soon broke into loud, uncontrollable sobs.

Choked with emotions, a chain of thoughts formed in his
head, “I am a jerk. Nobody likes me. Now I have no team and I am going
to fail this project. I deser ve it.”
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Gratitude
Just then, Noah felt a pat on his shoulders. He looked up
and realised his other teammate, Paul, had come to find him. He quickly
wiped a tear away with the back of his hand.

Af ter Noah calmed down, Paul started explaining Noah’s
problem to him and gave him some advice. Noah listened intently and
nodded as Paul spoke. He was determined to change for the better. Paul
even comforted and encouraged Noah with a wide smile. Noah
appreciated Paul’s advice and thanked him profusely.

When they went back to the team, Noah’s face turned as
red as a beetroot. He bowed and apologised sincerely to his teammates.
Ben and Max decided to give Noah a chance. Overjoyed, Noah squealed
with delight. Paul winked at him and showed a thumbs-up sign.
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Gratitude
Noah took Paul’s advice and tried hard to compromise
while working with his teammates. Taking everyone’s different points
of view into consideration while they were working on the project, they
finally managed to finish it. Ecstatic, the team hugged one another.

A man once said, “Gratitude turns everything into a gif t.”
Noah was grateful that Paul took time to encourage him and gave him
valuable advice. Noah had since turned over a new leaf and understood
that teamwork is the key to success.
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Celeste Koo Hwee Kee
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A Disappointment
“Mum, Aunt Lucy tried out the newly opened high-class
restaurant at Orchard Road called Food Dynasty yesterday. She said the
food was mouth-watering. Can we go there for lunch, please?” I asked
my mother excitedly.
Unsurprisingly, my parents agreed. You could never go wrong
with Aunt Lucy’s recommendations. Aunt Lucy was a food connoisseur. #
She would go all over Singapore in search of good food. I was always
amazed how she could remain so slim despite eating so much.
Once we got ready, Mother and I got into Father’s car. My father
started the engine of his car and we headed towards Food Dynasty
enthusiastically…

When we reached the restaurant, the cool breeze in the
restaurant greeted us. The interior design of the restaurant was so
impressive and the ambience was good. I was impressed. Impressed
beyond words, impressed beyond belief.
# connoisseur
a person who knows a lot
about and enjoys one of
the arts or food or drink.
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A Disappointment
I could not wait to settle down quickly and try the restaurant’s
speciality dishes. Although the restaurant was not especially crowded,
it took us a few minutes for us to get the attention of one of the
waiters who led us to an empty table.
“Let’s hope it is worth the wait,” I whispered to my parents as we
scanned the menu.
There really was a wide variety of food to choose from. We were
spolit for choice. Af ter a long discussion, we finally agreed on three of
their chef’s recommendations: the fried seafood noodles, chilli crab, and
oyster omelette. Frantically, we waved at one of the waiters to come
over to take our order.

“Alright, let me repeat your order. A regular plate of Seafood Fried
Noodles, t wo Sri Lanka Chilli Crabs and a large plate of Oyster
Omelette,” the waiter said in an unfriendly tone.
We nodded our heads in unison. Hastily, the waiter
headed to the kitchen with our order. He did not even
flash us a smile or say “Thank you”!
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A Disappointment
A myriad of thoughts flashed through my mind. Was this not a
four-star restaurant? Why was the waiter so impatient? Had he
forgotten what good customer ser vice was?

“Hey! I will not be affected by his poor attitude. As long as the
food is good, I think I can just overlook the restaurant’s shortcomings,” I
convinced myself.
Twenty minutes passed. Our food was nowhere in sight.
Thirty minutes passed. Our table top was still empty.
Forty minutes passed. Our patience was running low.

Calling over the same waiter who took down our order previously,
my father asked impatiently, “When is our food going to be ser ved?”
“Just wait a while more. Don’t be so impatient!” the waiter
frowned before leaving our table.
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